Automatic measurement of human subcutaneous fat with ultrasound.
This paper presents an approach to measure human subcutaneous fat thickness automatically using ultrasound radio frequency (RF) signals. We propose using spatially compounded spectrum properties extracted from the RF signals of ultrasound for the purpose of fat boundary detection. Our fat detection framework consists of 4 main steps. The first step is to capture RF data from 11 ultrasound beam angles and at 4 different focal positions. Second, spectrum dispersion is calculated from the local spectrum of RF data using the short-time Fourier transform and moment analysis. The values of the spectrum dispersion are encoded as gray-scale parametric images. Third, averaging is used to reduce speckle noise in the parametric image and improve the visualization of the subcutaneous fat layer. Finally, we apply Rosin's thresholding and random sample consensus boundary detection to extract the fat boundary. Our method was applied on 36 samples obtained in vivo at the suprailiac, thigh, and triceps of 9 human participants. In our study, high correlations between the manual and automatic ultrasound measurements (r > 0.7 at all body sites), and between the skinfold caliper and automatic ultrasound measurements (r > 0.7 at all body sites) were observed.